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ABSTRACT 

The resolution of an in-line hologram recorded with plane waves 
in the Fraunhofer region of a circular, opaque, particle is evaluated. 
From the diffraction integral for the reconstructed,  real image the 
intensity distribution about the image is found.    Criteria for deter- 
mining the edge of the image in addition to determining the plane of 
focus are specified from the data, and the measurement accuracies 
are found.    The inaccuracies are shown to be a result of the inabil- 
ity of the film to record all of the light diffracted by the particle. 
The reasons for this,  film grain noise and its cutoff frequency and 
dynamic range, are explained and their relative effects compared for 
the various particle sizes and recording distances. 

111 
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SECTION I 
INTRODUCTION 

1.1   PROBLEM STATEMENT 

In-line,  Fraunhofer holography is a convenient means of recording 
and measuring particle size, position, and velocity in a dynamic volume. 
Over the past few years it has been used in aerosol studies to measure 
the size distribution and velocity of the particle droplets (Refs.  1, 2, 
and 3).    These studies have brought out the need to know the limiting 
accuracy for measuring the size and position of the reconstructed images. 
The accuracy of these measurements is important especially for the 
velocity data where the ability to bring an image into focus and determine 
its exact position from the hologram is essential.   The factors which 
limit this accuracy must also be known so that the hologram recording 
may be improved to yield more accurately reconstructed images.   The 
errors inherent in measuring the particle image size and finding the 
planes in which the reconstructed images are in focus should, therefore, 
be determined analytically. 

1.2  IN-LINE HOLOGRAPHY AND ITS APPLICATION TO INSTRUMENTATION 

There are two basic ways of recording a hologram:   (1)   in line and 
(2)   off axis.    The simplest,  and historically the first,  is the in-line holo- 
gram.    It is formed by illuminating a volume consisting of particles with 
a coherent beam of light.    The light diffracted by the particles interferes 
with the undiffracted portion producing an intensity variation which contains 
both the phase and amplitude information of the light.   These intensity 
variations are recorded as interference patterns on film.    The developed 
negative is a hologram which, when placed into a beam of coherent light, 
will reconstruct a real and virtual image of the particle field.    If plane 
waves are used to record and reconstruct the hologram, the images are 
reconstructed exactly to size and position as the original particles were 
relative to the film.    The images are located on either side of the film 
"in line" with the reconstruction beam.    The recording and reconstruc- 
tion arrangements are illustrated in Fig.   1, Appendix I.    The hologram 
is recorded in the far-field, Fraunhofer region of the particles to keep 
the two images from interfering during the reconstruction (Ref. 4). 

Sizes and positions of the particles in the volume can be determined 
from the hologram.    The velocity of the particles can also be found in two 
ways.    If, during the exposure of the film, the particles move, their 
reconstructed images will be smeared.    (Unlike the other holographic 
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techniques, motion during the recording is not limited to less than a 
wavelength.)   From the length of this smear and the exposure time the 
velocity of the particle can be calculated (Ref.  5).    The second method 
of obtaining the velocity is based on doubly exposing the hologram.    The 
holograms taken at two instants of time reconstruct volumes containing 
similar particles that are displaced in space according to their velocities. 
Velocities are, therefore, found from the separation of the two particle 
images and the time separation between exposures (Refs. 3,  6,  7, and 8). 

Besides reconstructing the images and measuring their sizes, 
positions,  and velocities in the volume, there are two other methods of 
reducing these data.    The first,  and most basic,  is by direct analysis 
of the recorded interference patterns (Refs.  7 and 9).   This was used in 
the preliminary stages of particle field analysis using coherent illumina- 
tion and has been found to contain a number of shortcomings, making data 
reduction impractical (Ref.   10).    Optical data processing of the hologram, 
the second method, is as yet in its preliminary stages of development 
(Ref.  11). 

To produce a high quality in-line hologram, the recording must be 
made in the far-field region of the individual particles.    This condition 
limits the maximum particle size that can be recorded since the 
Fraunhofer region of particles larger than one millimeter is more than 
one meter away.   Diffraction patterns of particles less than 10 A*m are 
difficult to record because of the small amount of light diffracted.   The 
density of the particles in the volume must not be so large that the 
reference beam is cut out.   Reference 10 gives a plot of the maximum 
allowable density for a given particle size and volume depth. 

The velocity that can be recorded is limited by the pulse width and 
separation. For nonsmeared reconstructions in the double-pulse tech- 
nique, the pulse width must be such that the particles move less than a 
tenth of their diameter. The pulse separation, however, must not be 
so close that the images cannot be resolved or so far apart that the two 
images cannot be paired. 

The accuracy with which the particle size and velocity data from the 
reconstructed images of the particles can be measured must be known in 
order to determine the inherent error of the reconstruction process.   The 
theoretical error involved in an instrumentation readout of these image 
parameters limits the accuracy of the instrument.    The study to be 
reported here was concerned with the hologram resolution of the particle 
image and its focal plane.    Associated with every hologram is a limiting 
aperture which affects its resolution capabilities.   The causes of the 
limiting aperture and the resolution capabilities of a given film are shown. 
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Section II will consist of the derivation of the focusing integral for the 
image and special cases of this integral which have closed form solu- 
tions.    In Section III the data from the numerical integration of the 
focusing integral will be used to define criteria to describe the capa- 
bility of an instrument in determining the particle image size and 
location.    The limiting criteria are found in terms of the finite size 
of the recorded interference patterns.    The importance of the various 
causes of the limited size of the patterns are studied. 

SECTION II 
THEORETICAL ANALYSIS 

2.1   DERIVATION OF THE FOCUSING INTEGRAL 

An in-line hologram can be recorded with plane or spherical waves. 
To keep the analysis from being restricted to any special case, the initial 
derivation for the reconstructed image will be for ispherical waves.    The 
point source and recording plane will be in the far-field region of the 
circular particle where the recording distance,  z\,  written in terms of 
far fields is 

zi = -Tr (1) 

where X^ is the wavelength of ■the illuminating wavefront,'N is the far- 
field number,  and a is the particle radius.   When this criterion is not 
met, the film is in the Fresnel region and the reconstructed image 
suffers from interference with the still large intensity conjugate image. 
The schematic arrangement for recording the diffraction patterns and 
reconstructing the images is shown in Fig.  1. 

The normalized intensity distribution in the recording plane caused 
by an opaque,  circular particle illuminated with 'spherical waves of radius 
z0 is (Ref.   12) 

Kr) 
(z0 + zi> r    z0 z0 (z0 + zi) \2zi (z„ + zx)/ 

This intensity distribution is the interference between the diverging 
background-light which has been unaffected by the particle and the light 
scattered by the particle.    The first two terms represent a background 
intensity caused by the reference and. object waves and give no informa- 
tion to the reconstructed image.    These terms merely represent the 
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intensity that would be recorded if the particle were illuminated with 
incoherent light, i. e., interference effects are not present.    The third 
term is, however, a result of the coherent interference and is respon- 
sible for forming the reconstructed images.    The analysis is greatly 
simplified if it is assumed that the developed photographic film is char- 
acterized by a linear relationship between the exposure intensity and 
the amplitude transmission coefficient.   Although such a relationship 
rarely exists, the linear terms are at least present in the general ex- 
pansion relating the two.    The assumption of linearity furthermore 
requires a modulation transfer function of unity, a condition which is 
never given by photographic materials.    The assumption, therefore, 
represents a "best possible case" limit.    The equations hereafter are 
based on the linearity assumption. 

Expanding the sine function yields two terms, ijj real and \jj virtual, 
the real and virtual focusing terms, respectively, where 

^real   = ' ^V exp   -i       r2 0) 
ia ki     Jir^7   r.    lZo      *i I      _^ ^   exp    _!         r^ 

zoZ1(z0 + zi)      (-lY") L      2z! (z0 +   Zl)     J 

and 

i fc£S 
^virtual   = lg!/   exp   I — r2| (4) 

-i a2 kj 

Z0    Zl    ^0 (z„ + Zl) C-Jr) L2Zl (z0 + Zl)   J 

Only the real image term will be used in the following analysis since it 
can be recorded without lenses.    The background and the virtual 
image term can be ignored as long as the far-field condition (Eq. (1)) 
is observed. 

The light distribution, 0(w)(Fig.  1), in a plane apart from the 
hologram, formed by light from the point source s', which is diffracted 
by the hologram,  is given by the Fresnel-Kirchoff diffraction integral 
(Ref.  13) 

^w)   =  c   /a ertufe Vi CF) D(r)e exp^R (r, w)]dr (5) 

where 
<1 ~ ik2 z2> fl,        ~

ik2 te>. c   =  cos 0   =   —  (6) 
2u z22 2ffz2 

x   ' 
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(where the paraxial approximation has been used) and 

A2 

Z2   =  distance from the hologram plane to the observation plane 

Q'  =  the angle between the line joining a point on the hologram 

to a point in the observation plane and the normal to the 

hologram (cos 6' =   =   1) 
R 

iftiW)   = light distribution incident on the hologram 

D(r)   =  amplitude transmittance of the hologram 

The light from the point source incident on the hologram is from the 
quadratic approximation 

*&   ~ ~  TIT—    «PÜk2R,)   expfei") m 2ffR2 V  2R2/ I'J 

where R2 is the distance from the point, source to the hologram plane. 
Expanding R(f, w) in the Fresnel-Kirchoff integral in a binomial ex- 
pansion 

R,._,        /.      Fl" 1*12       r.w\ 
R(r,w)   =   Z2|l   +   5— + 1 

\     2z2
2       2222        Zj2y (8) 

and substituting Eqs.  (3), (7), and (8) into Eq. (5), the Fresnel-Kirchoff 
equation yields: 

aperture 

(9) 

^k2R2)cxp^k2z2)exp f££_J ^QJ iv.    e 
(2ff)2 z2R2        z0 (Zo + Z1) 

(w and r are the cartesian vectors in the reconstruction plane and 
hologram plane, respectively.)   Expanding their dot product in polar 
coordinates gives 

w   •  7 =   wr cos (0  —   (p) 

and also 

dr = rdrdö 
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The integral now becomes,  after separating the integration over 6 
from that over r, 

2ff ik2 wr cos (0 - <j>) 

'. expL—M \M 
(ID 

Integration along the radial vector,  r, has an upper limit, H,  corre- 
sponding to the limiting aperture of the hologram. 

The integral over the angle 0 is recognized as being the integral repre- 
sentation of the zeroth-order Bessel function, i. e., 

2 77 I —irw , / korw \ 
expl—  cos   {0-M   d6 =  1v J0  I-—) (12) 

Therefore, H 

tf(w,*2) = 2TTK /     ix 
\   zi  /        y    Z2  / |zzl ^zo ■+■ zij 

(13) 
exp 

/kiar\ /k2rw\ J~ -ikiz0r      "1 

\   z! /     °\    z2 / [_2zi (z0 +zj 

[T~ \R2 
+   z2/ rj 

This integral, evaluated, describes the light distribution in a plane T.% 
from the hologram.   Because it is independent of $ , the bar has been 
left off the w, indicating that it now is a radial vector. 

Using Euler's Formula 

exp {iß)  =  coe 6 +   i sin 6 (14) 

and the fact that 

I(w) = ^(w) ^*(w) (15) 

the intensity in the plane at Z2 is 

I(w,z2)  = (2,r)2   |K|2||jT    Jl (Dr) J0 (vr) cost r2]drj 

+ [/0
H Jl (Dr) Jo (vr) si„(^ r2jdrj   j (16) 
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where 

D = *H- 
Zi 

lc2W 

Z2 

\R2 z2/ zi^Zo + z0 

(17) 

(18) 

(19) 

Before proceeding further to the case of plane wave recording and 
reconstruction, it will be shown that this equation indeed produces an 
enlarged image of the particle.   Let u' = 0 which is the focusing condi- 
tion for the image and assume the hologram contains all of the diffracted 
light, i.e.,  H = «°.    Then Eq. (16) becomes 

I(W>z2) =  (2rr)2 |K|2  /"ji(Dr) J0(vr)dr 

The solution to this integral is (Ref.   14) 

I(wfz2)  =  (2^)2 |K 

lc2W kj.a 
for   <    

Z2 zi 

k2W 

Z2 

kja 

zi 

k2w          kia 
for    >     

Z2 zi 

(20) 

(21) 

The edge of the particle image is defined by 

k i i     z 2 
w   =  '——-    a 

k2      zi (22) 

and the particle is magnified by 

m   = 
_ki_ _Z2 

k2     *l (23) 

The image location, Z2, is found from the focusing condition and 
Eq.   (19) and is 

Z2 
/ hi ki__   j_y! 

\k2Z1 k2Ri R2/ 
(24) 
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where Rj = aj + z0. 

Thus, when the integral is over infinity and the focusing condition 
is applied, the magnified particle image reconstructs at Z2- 

The special case of recording and reconstructing the hologram with 
plane waves can be found by multiplying the spherical wave intensity by 
ZQ

4
 and R22 and taking the limit as z0 and R2 go to infinity.    The reason 

for multiplying by zQ
4 and R22 is seen by noting that plane waves are 

described by A0 exp(ikz) while spherical waves are described by r-  
2 A2 

In the intensity equation these terms become A0
Ä and —=, respectively, 

2 and the intensity equation must be multiplied by R2   to remove these 
terms in the denominator.    The term z0 is to the fourth power since the 
intensity is equal to the square of the integral containing the amplitude 
transmittance of the film,  and the transmittance is proportional to the 
intensity recorded.    The intensity resulting from plane waves is, there- 
fore, 

Ip.w. (w,Z2>   =   Lim R22 z0
4 U.w. (w,Z2) 

R2 ■* °° 

=   c2 || j" Ji (Dr) J0 (vr) cos U- v1) drl 

-     /o Jl(Dr)J0(vr)sin(^-r2) dr     > 
(25) 

where 

c   = 
k2

2a 

2J7Z2 

and 

_k2 kj_ 
Z2 7-1 

(26) 

(27) 

Although this is a particular condition of the more general spherical 
wave case, it has been found that data reduction of a volume of particles 
is more easily accomplished with plane waves because plane waves are 
easier to reproduce for the reconstruction and because the magnification 
will now always be unity for any k^/ki ratio.    The focusing condition 
implies that 

72 = + if Z1 (28) 

8 
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The positive sign indicates, by convention, that the image is located to 
the right of the hologram plane. 

The integral in Eq.  (25) will be known as the focusing integral.    Its 
solution for any and all w and Z2 can be done only by numerical integra- 
tion.    The computer program which was written to perform the integra- 
tion is given in Appendix III.    In order to simplify the limiting param- 
eters of the hologram, the following special cases have been examined: 

1. k^ = k2 = k   The same wavelength is used in recording 
and reconstruction. 

2. Z2 = zi + r]   The term f] defines planes to the left and right 
of focus which occur when Z2 = i\ (Fig.   1). 

fiAzi 
3. H =  where « is the argument of the first-order Bessel 

2ffa 

Function Jj[_ Jat the upper limit,  H,  of the integral. 
\   zi / 

Therefore, the limiting aperture of the hologram can be 
defined in terms of the number of zeros of Ji(fi) recorded. 

4.    The F-number, F/#,  of the hologram is F/# = |H 
= ffa"        <29) 

This parameter is important in that it allows the hologram 
imaging properties to be compared to a thin lens. 

The integration method in the program is Gaussian.    A 32- or 
96-increment integration is available from an input command, the 
96-increment Gaussian method being more accurate.    The number 
of sine peaks, n, within the upper limit of the integral should, for 
the sake of accuracy,  be less than the number of increments,  where 

n = —K.   Input data are the recording distance,  zi, wavelength,  A, 
2TT

2 

far-field number, N,  and fi, the argument of Ji(fi), which defines the 
upper limit of integration, H.    Other input data are the minimum and 
maximum values of rj/a (rj normalized to the particle radius) and the 
increments of r?/a,  and the minimum and maximum values of w/a and 
its increments.    Output data consist of z\,  A, Q, N,  a,  F/#,  H,  and 
1(0, 0) on the first data page.    The term 1(0, 0) is the intensity in the 
plane of focus at the center of the particle.    It is the value to which 
the other intensities are normalized.    The remaining data are 
Inorm(w) tabulated for each w/a and rj/a. 
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2.2  SPECIAL CASES OF THE FOCUSING INTEGRAL 

In order to check the data from the computer program and also to 
analyze the output data and their trends, special cases of the focusing 
integral were evaluated.    These cases for the most part were chosen 
because a closed form solution of the focusing integral could be derived. 

2.2.1   Case 1 - Ideal Image of a Perfect Hologram 

This case has already been studied for the spherical wave case, 
and the results will be repeated here for plane waves.   In the focal 
plane, at u = 0 and H = °°, the particle image intensity is 

I(w.o)  =  c2 

for w   <   a 

for w  = 

for w   >   a (30) 

The ratio of the edge intensity to the central intensity is seen to be 1/4. 
At the edge of the particle, i. e., the point of discontinuity, the ampli- 
tude is found by taking the average of the upper and lower values (1/2). 
The intensity, therefore, is the square of this value,  or 1/4 the inten- 
sity on the image center. 

2.2.2 Cose 2- Intensity at the Image Center 

All of the computer data are normalized to the intensity at the 
center of the particle image. For this, case, where n = w = 0, the 
integral becomes 

Ko.o)  =  4- [Al (Dr) dr      = -Si   1   - J0 (flj 
(31) 

Thus,  as the limiting aperture varies,  the central intensity of the 
particle image will oscillate. 

10 
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2.2.3  Case 3-Intensity at the Image Edge 

For a finite aperture, the intensity at the edge of the particle image 
is 

I(a,o)   =  c2 I / J0 (Dr) Ji (Dr)  drj (3 2) 

where v = D for w = a. 

From Gradshteyn and Ryzhjk (Ref.   14),  the solution to this integral 
is 

2 r~ "I* 

(33) 

Note that the intensity at the edge of the particle is a function of the lim- 
iting aperture only.    As the aperture becomes large,  it approaches the 
value given by Eq.  (30) of Case 1 as a limit.    The intensity variation 
I(a, o) normalized to this limit is shown in Fig.  2.    The minima occur 
when Ji (ft) goes to zero, and the peaks occur when J0(^) is zero.   It 
has been shown (Ref.   15) that 

2 r|x Jr
2 (fi) = I  - J0

2(Q) (34) 

Thus, when £2 is a zero of J0(^h the summation is a maximum.   Dif- 
ferentiating with respect to £2 gives 

-i-2      S   Jr
2(n)    =   2J0(fi)Jl(fl) 

dfl      Lt=1        J (35) 

Thus, the zeros of Ji (fi) are the minima of I.    Figure 3 is the intensity, 
I(o, a), normalized to the intensity at the center of the particle, 1(0, 0). 

2.2.4  Case 4-Gradient of Intensity at the Image Edge 

The slope of the intensity at the edge of the in-focus particle can 
also be derived as a function of the limiting aperture.    The intensity of 
the particle in focus is given by 

I(w,o)   =  c2    /"jj (Dr) J0(vr)dr 
2 

(36) 
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Taking the derivative of I(w,o) with respect to w gives 

~- I(o,w)   =  2c2     ;H }0 (vr) Ji (Dr) diH- —\ j\ Jj (Dr) J0 (vr) dr 

The integrals will be evaluated when w = a, therefore, 

— Ko,w)w=.  = -l—\   /   Jl (Dr) J„ (Dr) dr  /" Ji2 (Dr) rdr 
dw »V    z\    I     o o 

The second integral has a closed form solution (Ref.   15) given in 
general by 

A 

(37) 

(38) 

Therefore, 

/    z Jv
2 (kz) dz  = — A2 Jv

2 (kA)  - Jv-1 (kA) Jv+l (kA) ,g9> 

IT 0 

/   r Ji2 (Dr) dr  = -L Jj2 (HD) - J0 (HD) J2 (HD) 

Substituting this into Eq.  (38) and recognizing the first integral as 
being the same as was solved in Case 3, Eq.  (32), and that HD = fi, 
then 

d     T/ k     c2H2     °° 
Ko,w)w = a = - - -^-   1   J2

„T1   (fl) J2! (II) - Jo(fi) J2(fi) 
dw zi D        n=° 

= k12fi2   1   J2+i(ß) Ji2 (Q) - Jo(Q)   J2(H) (40) 
n=o 

where 

k12   = -^-   c2 

The slope at the edge of the particle is seen to increase as the 
aperture radius squared.    The graph of this equation is shown in Fig. 4. 
The "staircase" effect in Fig. 4 is a result of the Bessel functions. 
The increase in the slope is zero for ^ equal to a zero of the first-order 
Bessel function.   Normalizing the slope to the intensity 1(0, 0) produces 
the curve in Fig.  5.    Here it is shown how the slope at w = a can 
actually be less for larger fi values than for the smaller ones.    The 
minima and maxima of the curve occur at zeros of 3\.   This curve also 
approaches infinity as H approaches <*>.    One other important point 
brought out in the normalization process is that the slope of this curve 
is inversely proportional to the radius,  a.    Thus, the edges of the 
smaller particles will be better defined for a given recorded fi. 

12 
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2.2.5   Case 5-Intensity along the Image Axis 

As a limiting case for the intensity away from the plane of focus, 
let H —*-<» and w = o,  i. e., the intensity as a function of n along the 
particle axis.    This will be called the optic axis of the particle since 
the light distribution is symmetrical about this axis for each particle. 
This is evident from the fact that the intensity integral is independent 
of the polar angle 0 .    With these assumptions, the focusing integral 
becomes 

(41) 
Kn.o)   =  c2     /°cos (±- r2J h (Dr) dr     +   L" sin U- Ah (Dr) dr 

From Ref.  14 the closed form solutions of the sine and cosine 
integrals are 

{"■»(i'2)j'(Dr)*-Tr»"(!r) 

where -z > 0 and D > 0.    Substituting these solutions into the equation 
gives 

u     ^       2    i     • 2 A>2\       4     . 4  /D
2
\ Un.oJ   =   c     —=- sin     | 1+  —s-  sin*   ( ] 

D2 \2u}        D2 \4U/ 

Using the trigometric identity 

(43) 

I sin     — =   I   -   cos x 2 

the intensity along the optic axis of the particle becomes 

T(ll>0)  =  ±£  sin2  [- (1L +   l) 
\r 1_BN   \n      ■      / (44) 

where D and u have been replaced by their definitions and n > 0.    This 
is a sinusoidally varying function which increases in frequency as f] 
approaches 0.    The frequency v as a function of r? is 

IT       Z 1 

8N   7j2 (45) 
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The last minima and maxima from the focal plane occur when 

zi zi 
/niiiN   ~~ 

4N - 1 •IN 

'\ *-l 
Imin   " 

8N - 1 8N (46) 

Figure 6 illustrates the variation of I along the axis for N = 1,   10, 
100.    The intensity is normalized to the intensity at 1(0,0) which is sim- 
ply a constant,  C2/D2, for fi = ».    The horizontal axis is in terms of 
n/a2 to allow the curve to be drawn for all particle radii and recording 
distances.    As the particle image is brought into focus, the intensity 
along the axis oscillates rapidly with z. 

Cases 2, 3, and 4 apply equally well to spherical wave analysis since 
the,argument J^(^) is the same for plane and spherical waves.    The edge 
of the image would now correspond to w = ma, where the constant in front 
of the solutions to the integrals will be the only difference.    For Case 5, 
u is replaced by u' for spherical waves, and, therefore, the frequency of 
osculation and the points of minima and maxima will be functions of the 
positions of the sources s and s', and the particle position. 

2.3  DATA FROM THE FOCUSING INTEGRAL 

The intensity distribution about the plane of focus is a function of a 
number of parameters (e.g. , particle size, recording distance, and 
limiting aperture).    Therefore,  in order to obtain curves from the com- 
puter data which have meaning for the largest number of cases, the 
parameters u and v in the intensity integral were chosen for the horizon- 
tal and vertical axes, where 

21 A     fi2 

7 r f 2*7      a z i + 7] 

v = T n 17TT (47) 

As is evident from these equations, u and v are not independent for 
Tj = f(zj).    They are linearly related as 

V = (fl"Ä")m (48) 

where m = w/a.    The intensity along any line parallel to the optic axis 
can, therefore, be constructed on a graph and the intensity variation 
observed as T] varies.    Isophote diagrams (i.e., lines of constant inten- 
sity) are used to display the computer data.    For a constant fi,  each 
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isophote diagram represents the conditions for any particle radius, a, 
and recording distance, Z]_,  as well as wavelength.    Only positive v is 
shown in all the diagrams except for one,  since the intensity variation 
for v is symmetric about the optic axis.    The diagram is also symmetric 
about the v axis since |a + it>|    = |a - ibp. 

Some typical isophote diagrams are shown in Figs.  7 through 11. 
Dashed lines on the diagrams indicate the intensity variation along a 
line adjacent to the particle edge and parallel to the optic axis as 
illustrated in Fig.  7.    This line is found by letting m = 1 in Eq.   (48). 
For small ß, as in Fig.  7, where fi = 3. 832, i. e., the first zero of 
J0(n) /(the Airy Disk), the intensity variation at w = a is seen to be 
extremely unsymmetrical as predicted by Eq.  (4).    More will be said 
about this later when in-focus criteria for the image will be defined. 

Figure 8 is the isophote diagram for fi = 5. 0.   The intensity varia- 
tions are shown to be more complex about the focal plane.    Figures 9 
and 11 correspond to the second and fourth zeros of Ji(^), respectively. 
Figure 10 illustrates the complexity of intensity variations as fi becomes 
larger.    Here ^ = 11.5.    To illustrate the 360-deg intensity variations, 
all four quadrants of the u and v space are shown. 

To better illustrate the variations of intensity for various particle 
radii and recording distance, graphs of I(w,ii) versus w/a and rj/a. are 
presented.    The coordinates w/a and rj/a are used to indicate the dis- 
tance in particle radii from its center.    Figures 12 to 16 illustrate the 
intensity variations for typical particle radii and recording distances in 
selected planes out of focus.    These would be the intensity variations 
one would observe over the image of the particle as planes of focus 
were observed. 

Figures 17 to ,21 show the intensity variations along r\ for the optic 
axis and the edge of the particle as the image is brought in and out of 
focus.    These curves will be used to define the criterion for particle 
size resolution and the focal tolerance (depth-of-field) of the hologram. 

2.4  VALIDITY OF SCALAR DIFFRACTION THEORY 

The expressions derived so far are all based on a scalar diffraction 
theory, which is not valid in general.   Under certain conditions the vector 
nature of the electromagnetic wave must be taken into account.    This 
occurs, for example, at small F/# ratios.   It also occurs under some 
polarization conditions.    Finally scalar diffraction is not applicable in 
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the proximity of a boundary. The complexity of the more general vector 
diffraction theory encourages the use of the scalar approximation, which 
should be acceptable for most of the cases covered here. 

SECTION III 
THEORETICAL RESOLUTION 

An accurate determination of size and position of the reconstructed 
image is important for measuring the velocity and size distribution of 
particles in a volume.   From the foregoing data a number of techniques 
may be postulated by which to determine the ultimate accuracy of such 
an instrument.    The limits of resolution which will be formulated will be 
entirely theoretical.    It must be remembered, therefore, that,  in prac- 
tice, the experimental data can be worse than this.    These will give an 
indication of the theoretically achievable resolution. 

3.1   PARTICLE POSITION 

The smallest particle that can be resolved by the in-line hologram 
is 

0.6lAzl 
(49) 

where it was assumed that the first zero of the first-order Bessel func- 
tion is recorded.    The data from the isophote diagram for fi = 3. 832 
corresponds to this minimum resolvable radius. 

The in-focus particle image will not, in general, be the same size 
as the particle itself even with plane wave recording and reconstructing 
beams.    This is because the edge of the particle image has a finite slope 
and,  as shown in Figs. 4 and 5 and Figs.   12 to 16, the intensity at the 
edge of the particle is not the same for different limiting apertures, ^. 
Each particle will have a different ft associated with it according to its 
size and distance from the hologram.    Thus,  a criterion must be chosen 
which will enable an instrument to measure the particle size.    The crite- 
rion which will be used is the intensity limit at the particle edge given 
by Eq.  (30),  i. e. , Inorm = °- 25 where n = ».    Figure 3 shows that the 
intensity oscillates about this value and approaches it as the radius of 
the limiting aperture increases.    The edge will be assumed to lie at the 
point where the intensity is 25 percent of that at the center.    The accuracy 
of the measurement, therefore, will depend, theoretically, on how much 
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of the Bessel function can be recorded,  and the maximum error will be 
a function of £2.    Taking the derivative of Inorm^a' °) "with respect to ß 
shows that the extremes occur at the zeros of Ji(^).    From the isophote 
diagrams, Figs.  7 to 11, the distance Av, corresponding to the change 
in intensity at the known edge to where it is 25 percent of the center 
intensity, was found.   Using Eq.  (47) this value can be expressed as a 
percent of particle radius, as 

Am " * (T) ~£ X 10° percent <50) 

It is shown that the error is the same for all particle radii at a given 
constant recorded £2.    Table I, Appendix II, lists the percent error for 
typical n.    The errors designated as maximum correspond to the ^ at 
the extreme of the curve in Fig.  3. 

All limiting apertures above & = 7.016 have images which contain 
peaks making possible a second criterion for the maximum possible the- 
oretical error of the images.    These maxima occur just before the edge 
and exceed the intensity at the center of the particle image.    This is 
shown in Figs.   12 to 16.    These peaks can be detected and the particle 
size can be found to within this accuracy.    The errors arising from 
this measurement are given in Table II.    These values were taken from 
the isophote diagrams for the respective values of £2.   Note, however, 
that for ß = 5 and 3. 832 there are no peaks involved.   Thus, the error 
involved in these cases is entirely a function of the ability of the detector 
to measure the 25-percent point.    On film, if the exposure level of the 
recorded image is small, only the relatively large central peak of the 
intensity will be recorded. 

The particle position is important since it completes the data for the 
particle size distribution in the volume and when the recording is taken 
with a double pulse,  it gives the velocity of the particle.    The position of 
the particle in the plane of focus (i.e., the p, q, plane of Fig. lb) is 
accurate to the limits set by the Rayleigh criterion, i. e. , when the prin- 
cipal intensity maxima of one particle lies at the first minimum of the 
other the particles are just resolved.    For plane waves, therefore, the 
particle separation, Sp, is (Ref. 4) 

0.6 lAz 
sp  =    =  2.44 Na (51) 

However, the plane of focus of the particle (occurring when n = 0) is 
less accurately known than this.    The accuracy limits set by the hologram 
will, therefore, define the focal tolerance, An,  of the hologram. 
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To find the An resolution of the reconstructed image, the isophote 
diagrams and Figs.  17 to 21 will be used.   From these data a number 
of methods of measuring the focal tolerance (depth of field) of the 
in-line hologram are evident.   The first consists of measuring the inten- 
sity change on the image as it is brought into and out of focus. 

The point that would be observed could be at the particle center, 
its edge, or even a slight distance away from the edge.   Another method 
would be to measure the slope at the edge of the particle and determine 
when it becomes maximum.    Measuring the slope change would entail 
an instrument continuously scanning the particle as it is moved out of 
focus and a logic network to compare one slope measurement to the 
preceding one.   Conceivably this can be done with a television camera 
and some logic circuitry. 

At the center of the particle image the criterion that a change in 
intensity of 20 percent can be detected will be used.    From the definition 
of the horizontal axis, u, of the isophote diagrams, the change in n is 

A ,     2772        a2    A   / u  \ 

The value of Af—J can be taken from the isophote diagrams.    The focal 

tolerance, An, therefore, will apply for all particle diffraction patterns 
having the same upper limit of the Bessel function.   Equation (52) can 
be rewritten as 

2 

where 

kholo (Ö)  - — A (-) 
n2     \»y 

The values of Kholo(^) f°r each fi are given in Table III along with 

the corresponding AI—1 from the isophote diagrams.   Notice that the 

accuracy improves as ^ increases.    For fl = 7. 016 and A. = 6328 A, the 
focal tolerance of a hologram of a 50-Atm particle is ±635 /im.   However, 
for a 10-fum particle the focal tolerance reduces to ±25.4 |im, 

All AT—j, except when fi = 3. 832, were measured at a 20-percent increase 

in the intensity. 
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An ideal thin lens imaging a point source has a focal tolerance 
given by (Ref.   13) 

A, =   ± 3.2 ■£- (IV*)2 (54) 

where F/# is the F number of the lens.   To compare this to the holo- 
gram, the F/# of the thin lens will be assumed to be the same as that 
of the hologram.    Substituting the definition of the F/# for the hologram 
(Eq.  (29)) into this equation gives 

. 20.1       a2 , ,m     a2 

The thin-lens focal tolerance is of the same form as that obtained from 
the hologram since the same coordinate relationship to n was used in 
both cases.    The value of K-p L_ (fi) for the thin lens is given in Table 
III.    It is shown that the criterion chosen for the hologram yields results 
for the Arj position of the particle which are comparable to a thin lens. 

The intensity change at the center of the image was shown in 
Section 2. 2. 5,  where fi = "> is an oscillating function of rj.    For this 
limiting case,  a detector would not need to recognize an intensity change 
of a given amount.    Rather, the spatial frequency of the intensity could 
be observed until the cutoff frequency of the detector or its associated 
electronics was reached.   This method could conceivably further in- 
crease the resolution.    For the small limiting apertures, the errors 
associated with measuring the position of this extrema at the center of 
the particle are large.    The values of Kk0i0(£2) for this criterion are 
also given in Table III. 

Observing the intensity change at the edge of the particle has its 
inherent difficulties, the first of which is finding the true particle edge. 
As was shown previously, this value can have a theoretical error of as 
much as 20. 5 percent.    Also,  as indicated by the dashed lines signifying 
a line tangent to the edge of the particle and parallel to the optic axis, 
the intensity is not symmetric on either side of focus,  except for large fi 
and N.    A worse-case condition was shown in Fig.   12 where ft = 3. 832 
and N = 5.    The intensity past the point of focus is much greater than at 
the focal point.    This phenomenon is observed upon reconstruction as an 
intensity increase in the particle image past the focal plane.    If a min- 
imum detectable intensity change of 20 percent of that in the plane of 
focus is used, then Fig.   11, where fi = 13.324,  indicates that this value 
will not be reached until u > 9v which is at least nine times poorer than 
the resolution associated with measuring the center intensity. 
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The third point under consideration as an indication of the Az 
resolution is at w = a   where a   is some distance beyond the edge of the 
image.   When the image is observed with the eye, out-of-focus planes 
are seen as containing an Enlarged image with fuzzy edges.    This 
corresponds to the intensity beyond the particle edge increasing.    Here, 
as in the case of observing the edge of the particle, difficulties arise in 
finding the edge without a prior knowledge of the particle size. 

Criteria for the particle size and position have been defined in terms 
of an intensity change.   The theoretical resolution of the particle size is 
seen to be better than 20. 5 percent for a worse-case condition,  i. e. , 
only the first zero of the first Bessel function is recorded.    Equation (50) 
shows that this resolution is only a function of the limiting aperture, O. 
On the other hand, the depth of field of the hologram is approximately 
the same as a thin lens.    Equation (52) shows that the focal tolerance, 
An,  is a function of the limiting aperture and the particle radius.    This 
can be related back to the F/# of the hologram to give 

AT,  = ±  2A (F/.)2 A (-£-) (56) 

The smaller the F/# is the better will be the focal tolerance and, there- 
fore,  Zj and the separation between two image planes can be more 
accurately found. 

3.2  LIMITING PARAMETERS OF THE FILM 

Up to this point nothing has been said about the causes of the limiting 
aperture other than the fact that there is one and that it keeps the recon- 
structed image plane and the image from being exactly known.    The film 
can limit the aperture of the recorded diffraction pattern in two ways. 
First, because of the linearly increasing frequency of the sine term in 
the recorded intensity at some point on the film,   (Eq.  (2)) the   frequency 
will exceed that which can be recorded.   Secondly, inherent on the film 
is its grain structure which introduces noise into the recorded signal. 
The decreasing peak amplitude of the Bessel function in the interference 
term in Eq.  (2) and the 1/r dependence of the intensity causes a reduction 
in signal amplitude as r increases.    At some point on the film,  rmax, 
the signal wül be engulfed in noise and will be ineffective. 

The cutoff frequency of the film is related to the recording param- 
eters through the sine term.    The derivative of its argument with respect 
to r is the frequency,   v, at a given r,  i. e.   (assuming an M. T. F.  of 
unity), 

= XZ1 (57) 
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The radius, rmax,  corresponding to the maximum cutoff frequency of 
the film is, therefore, 

'max   =   "max*zi   =  4Na2v
mQX (58) 

N4a^ where z = —=-— was used.    This is the radius of the limiting aperture 

set by the film cutoff frequency.    The maximum argument, ^max>  °f 
the first-order Bessel function is 

fimax   =   2™ "max (59) 

As an example,  assume Kodak® SO-243 film is used as the recording 
medium; it has a cutoff frequency of about 200 lines/mm.    For a 50-Mm 
particle, therefore, the film will record the Bessel function until its 
argument is 20n.   The size of this aperture is 2N mm, N being the num- 
ber of far fields the film is from the particle.   Table IV shows rmax 

and ßmax for a range of particle sizes.    The values of rmax below the 
heavy line will not be limited by the cutoff frequency of a 4- by 5-in. 
sheet of film, but rather its size. 

The minimum F/# the film may have is found from Eq.   (29) and 
Eq.  (59) and is given by 

FA "ES— (60) 

The F/# is seen to be as good as the film cutoff frequency.    For SO-243 
film and \ = 6328 A the smallest F/# attainable by this film is 3. 95. 

The Az resolution was shown previously to be (Eq.  (52)) 

A    "2 
"^^(v) 

Substituting Eq.  (59) for fi gives 

l 

ink    v2
max \*) (61) 

The resolution of the particle position is seen to depend on the 

maximum recordable frequency.   For SO-243, An = ±6. 3 x 10"° Af-). 

Thus, this relatively low resolution film is capable of resolving the focal 
plane to better than ±10 Aim,  assuming, that is, that the cutoff frequency 
is the major limiting parameter. 
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From Eq. (49) it is seen that the minimum resolvable particle radius 
can also be expressed in terms of the cutoff frequency as 

0.61 
amin   -  (62) 

"max 

From this equation, SO-243 is capable of resolving particle radii as 
small as 3.15 |im. 

The resolution capabilities of the hologram for small particles 
appear from the foregoing criteria specifications to be extremely good 
for a relatively low frequency film.    However, as stated before, the 
cutoff frequency is not the only limiting parameter of the film.   The 
film grain noise which is present on the recorded signal is also a 
limiting factor. 

The film noise is measured in rms granularity and is defined as 
(Ref.   16) 

v »-1 
.(D)  B   ,— <63) 

where AD^ is the deviation of n density readings.   In practice the rms 
granularity is measured by scanning an aperture of area A over the film. 
The granularity is given to a good approximation as (Ref.  16) 

.(D)  -     -L (64) 

where D is the average density on the film and G, which is the Selwyn 
granularity,   is G = 2 -^0. 43?r d,  where d is the mean diameter of a devel- 
oped grain.   The granularity is seen to have a reciprocal relationship 
to the scanning aperture. 

The signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of the film is 

DR - Ds SNR . -Ljji (66) 

where DB is the average density of the background and Dg is the average 
density of the signal.   The normalized intensity incident on the film is 
given by 

T      J i (Q) Inorm = 1' i ~irL sin (£r) (66) 
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where plane wave recording is assumed and the third term has been 

w Ji(ß) 
dropped since it is negligible.   Since rz —„— modulates the sine term, 

the peak magnitude of this term will only be considered.   The signal 
density recorded by the film is (Ref.  17) 

D  = y  Logl0(It) + D0 (67) 

where 7 is the slope of the characteristic curve for the film, t is the 
exposure time and D0 is the density where the linear portion of the 
curve intersects the vertical axis.   Grouping the constants together 
gives 

D = y Logio I + K (68) 

where 

K = y Logio t + D0 

The intensity,  I,  can be decomposed into a signal Ig and background, 
Ig,  and D becomes 

D  =  y Logio (1+9 + K" (69) 

Here K' = K + y Logio *B aXi^i tne signal intensity has been normalized 
to the background.    Since Ig > Iß the logarithm can be expanded as 

Logio (1 + x) = —1   U - '/£x2 + ...   * —1— 
2.303      L J 2'303 

Therefore, the density on the film resulting from the plane waves and 
diffracted light off the particle is 

yrr Ji (fl) 

2.303N fi 
D L^   _!,_  + K' {70) 

K' represents the average background density DJJ. Therefore, Eq. (65) 
becomes 

_.„ yrr J i (fi)    1 
SI\R = —- -  /71\ 

2.303N fi       (7(D) 

yrr vT       'Ji(fl) 

2.303NG    v'D !fi 

where Eq.  (64) was used. 
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It is shown that as the area of the scanning aperture increases or 
equivalently when the area of the recorded signal density is large the 
SNR is maximized. 

A half period of the sine function can be assumed to be recorded on 
the film as an annular region since the diffraction is symmetrical about 
the optic axis of the particle, i. e.,  its center.    This is illustrated in 
Fig. 22.   The area of this region is 

A = *(r22 - n2) (73) 

where r^ and r2 are the radii of the inner and outer'regions,  respectively. 
The terms ri and r£ correspond to consecutive zeros of the sine term. 
Since r2 = ri + Ar, Ar can be found from this term and is 

.     »xzii 

where it is assumed that Ar < rj..   The area of the annulus is now 

A = *Az! (75) 

This is seen to be independent of r for a constant z\, just as the half- 
N4a<2 

period zones of a Fresnel lens (Ref.  18).   Using this area and z\ = —r—, 
Eq. (72) becomes 

2y7ryJT a       Ji (fi) 
SNR = 

2.303 GVBTTC VN fi (76) 

In terms of the rms granularity of the film, the average density at 
which it was measured, /Dscan» an<* *ne diameter of the scanning aper- 
ture, daper, the SNR becomes 

„„„ 4yn- VDscan       » Jl(fi> 
SNR =  -       ,. -=■    —r— (77\ 

2.303U (D)daper v'Drec \'N fi V "' 

This equation and Eqs.  (71) and (72) represent the SNR of the film 
for the diffraction pattern recorded on an average background density 

'. Drec and with a film gamma of y.   The quantity Ji(f2)/n is shown as a 
function of ß in Fig. 23.   The peak amplitudes of the first-order Bessel 
function were used for this figure.    It is assumed that the signal is com- 
pletely lost in the noise when the peak of Ji(ß) is below the noise level. 

For a given SNR and granularity the limiting aperture radius can 
be found.   Table V gives the maximum Bessel function argument, ^maXj 
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recorded and the limiting aperture size of the diffraction patterns for 
typical particles and far-field numbers with SNR = 1.    These are 
assumed to be recorded on SO-243 film which has an rms granularity 
of 7.4 x 10 ~3 measured with a 48-^m-diam aperture and a mean den- 
sity of 1 (Ref.  19).   It has been assumed that Drec = Dscan and 7=2.2. 
The larger particles are shown to be limited not by the film grain noise 
but by either the film size or the size of the beam illuminating the 
particle field.    Maximum radii below the dashed line in the table are 
larger than a 4- by 5-in. sheet of film. 

Comparing Tables IV and V, it is seen that the size of the hologram 
on the film can be limited by either the film cutoff frequency or noise 
depending upon the far-field number and the particle size.    In Table V 
all values of fimax below the solid line are smaller than the maximum 
£2 of the cutoff frequency for that particle radius.    Thus, above this line 
the hologram size is limited by the cutoff frequency. 

Besides the effects of the film grain and cutoff frequency,  system 
noise is also responsible for limiting the hologram size.   This noise 
can include dust and dirt in the system,  an inhomogeneous wavefront 
illuminating the particle volume, and improper film developing techniques. 
These for the most part, however, are not predictable. 

SECTION IV 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

From the intensity distribution recorded in an in-line hologram, 
the integral describing the intensity distribution about the reconstructed 
real image was found.    Because of its complexity,  only after special 
conditions were imposed upon this integral could it be solved in closed 
form.    In general, numerical integration was necessary for its solution. 
The data from the integration was put in the form of isophote diagrams 
with hybrid u-v coordinates corresponding to constants within the argu- 
ments of the functions integrated.    These diagrams which illustrate the 
lines of constant intensity about the particle image apply to all cases 
of particle radii and recording distances.    The limiting aperture of the 
hologram, fi, or more correctly, the upper limit of the argument of the 
first-order Bessel function, was the parameter which was different in 
each of the diagrams. 

Resolution of the in-line hologram was found from the isophote 
diagrams by specifying certain criteria which define the particle image 
edge and its in-focus limits.    Because of the finite slope of the recon- 
structed image edge, two criteria were presented for consideration. 
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The first took advantage of the fact that the squared average of the light 
amplitude at the edge of an image formed with all the light diffracted 
from the particle was 25 percent of the particle intensity.    The inherent 
error in choosing this point was seen to be maximum when the aperture 
cutoff was at a zero of the first-order Bessel function.    (The error was 
zero when the cutoff was a zero of the zeroth-order Bessel function.) 
Recording only the essential Airy Disk of Ji(fi),  i. e. , its first zero, 
yields an error of 20. 5 percent, the largest possible theoretically.    As 
^ increases this maximum error reduces to zero.    The second crite- 
rion was formulated on the observation that the particle image contained 
peaks in intensity preceding the edge.    If the last peak before the edge 
could only be discerned from the background, the error in the particle 
radius measurement would then be 45 percent for ft = 7. 016 and 20 per- 
cent for ft = 13.324.    As ft increases the accuracy also gets better. 
This criterion could not be used for ft = 3. 832 and ft = 5 since their 
images contained only a central peak. 

The planar resolution containing the in-focus image ideally should 
be infinitesimally small.    This would allow the image to be located at a 
precise distance, zj, from the hologram and the distance between two 
images,  Az,  could accurately be found for velocity data.    However, 
because of the limited hologram size, the image contains in-focus char- 
acteristics over a finite distance, An.    Minimum changes in these char- 
acteristics, therefore,  can be used to define the focal tolerance or 
depth-of-field of the image.    As the image is moved through focus, the 
data showed that the intensity and the slope at the edge of the image 
change.    The center of the image, the particle edge,  and a point away 
from the edge could be observed as to their intensity variations. 
Because of the error inherent in locating the edge and determining a 
fixed point away from it for all particles and recording distances, the 
intensity at these points and the slope change were not considered. 

At the center of the image the criterion that a minimum intensity 
change of 20 percent could be detected was chosen.    The data from the 
isophote diagrams showed that with this criterion the hologram has the 
same focal tolerance, An, as a thin lens,  and An is a function of the 
F/# of the hologram.    In terms of the particle radius 

AT? = ±KHoio(n) ~ 
A 

where K(ft) is a constant for each maximum Ji(ft) argument, and its 
value is given in Table III.    For example, the focal plane of a 20-Aim 
particle image can be found to within 100 jum if only the second zero of 
J"l(ft) is recorded. 
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The intensity at the center of the image was found to oscillate as it 
is moved out of focus. If the last peak before the focal plane is used as 
the in-focus criterion, the focal tolerance is approximately double that 

found by the 20 percent intensity change criterion.   K        (") J * J B hologram first 
in Table III is seen in most cases to be twice K,   .   (^)nnl*T. extrema holo       20%I 

The limited effective size of the hologram was shown to be the 
factor reducing the accuracy of the measurements of the reconstructed 
image size and z location.    The parameters which cause this limiting 
aperture effect on the film are the cutoff frequency of the film,  its grain 
noise, system noise (such as unwanted diffraction patterns from dust and 
other particles), film size,  and reference beam size.    Diffraction pat- 
terns of small particles (<50Mm) recorded in small far-field distances 
were found to be limited for Kodak SO-243 by the cutoff frequency.    The 
medium range particles (50Mm < a < 100 Mm) diffraction patterns are 
limited by the loss of signal in the grain noise,  and the larger particle 
(a > 100Mm) patterns are limited by either the film size or the reference 
beam size.    System noise will reduce these limits even more. 

The focal tolerance, An, and the minimum resolvable particle radius, 
amin' were expressed in terms of the cutoff frequency.    This parameter 
could be used as a rule-of-thumb indicator for film quality since both of 
the limiting parameters of the film are related to a common source, the 
film grain.   Kodak SO-243 film with a conservative cutoff frequency of 
200 lines/mm is capable of resolving a 3-Mm particle to within ±10 Mm. 

Future work will include experimental verification of the theoretical 
results obtained here.   Low, medium, and high granularity film will be 
used.    The results obtained for the SNR will be compared to the recon- 
structed image and the measured film noise.    The intensity changes 
about the particle image will be verified.    Criteria for clean recon- 
structed images will be established to check the correctness of the 
theoretical criteria chosen. 

Theoretically, future work can continue in improving the measure- 
ment of image separation by studying interference effects between two 
images separated by a distance less than their diameters.    The theory 
can also be extended to spherical waves and the hologram resolution as 
a function of the total magnification.    This could be compared to that 
obtainable from thin-lens magnification so that an engineering criterion 
can be evolved to pick between them. 
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TABLE I 

THEORETICAL ERROR IN THE PARTICLE RADIUS, WHEN THE 
INTENSITY IS 25% OF THAT AT THE CENTER OF THE IMAGE 

Q % Error 

3.832 ±22.0 % Max 

5.0 ±8.0  % 

7.016 ±6.0  % Max 

11.5 ±1.00% 

13.324 ±3.5  % Max 

TABLE II 
MAXIMUM THEORETICAL ERROR IN THE PARTICLE RADIUS 

MEASUREMENT ARISING FROM MEASURING THE 
OUTERMOST PEAK ON THE IMAGE 

1 

Q Maximum % Error 

7.016 

11.5 

13.324 

47.0% 

28.0% 

19.8% 
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TABLE III 
FOCAL TOLERANCE CONSTANT, K(Q), FOR A HOLOGRAM AND A THIN-LENS 

-a 

Q *© 20% 1 
Kholo(Q) 

20% 1 Kr.L«» 
Kholo(Q) 

1st Extreme 

3.832 1.33 1.79 1.37 — 

5.000 1.00 0.79 0.804 1.69 

7.016 0.40 0.161 0.409 1.29 

11.500 2.00 0.298 0.152 0.51 

13.324 1.075 0.119 0.113 0.242 
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TABLE IV 
MAXIMUM LIMITING APERTURE RADII AND MAXIMUM ARGUMENTS 

OF J^fi) FOR vmax m 200 LINES/MM 
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TABLE V 
MAXIMUM LIMITING APERTURE RADII AND MAXIMUM ARGUMENTS OF J, (fi) FOR THE 

DIFFRACTION PATTERN RECORDING LIMITED BY FILM NOISE 

tn 
CO 

a = lOpm a = 50 Mm a = lOOiim a = 250 Jim 

N ßmax rmax(mm) fimax rmax(mm) ßmax rmax(mm) ßmax rmax(cm) 

1 41 

24 

19 

15 

0.26 

0.764 

1.21 

1.91 

3.5 

4.84 

5.6 

122 

70 

3.88 

11.15 

17.82 

28.6 

52.5 

71.4 

82.8 

195 12.42 

36.3 

_.iZv4___ 
89.1 

166.0 

226.5 

261.0 

360 5.73 

5 114 

90 

70 

52 

44.5 

41 

208 

165 

130 

96 

82 

77 

16.55 

10 

20 

56 

45 

33 

28 

26 

26.3 

41.4 

50 

80 

100 

11 

9.5 

8.8 

76.4 

104.4 

122.5 
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APPENDIX III 
COMPUTER PROGRAM FOR THE FOCUSING INTEGRAL 

en 
O 

FORTRAN IV G LEVEL 1, HOD 3 HAIN DATE 70019 21/06/35 PAGE 0001 

0001 
0002 
0903 
0004 
0005 
0006 
0007 
0008 
0009 
0010 
0011 
0012 
0013 
0014 
0015 
0016 
0017 

"Ö918 
0019 
0023 
0021 
0022 
0023 
0024 
0025 
0026 
0027 
0023 
0029 

0030 
0031 
0032 
0033 
0034 
"00'35 " 
0036 
Ö037 
003B 
"0039 
0040 
0041" 
0042 
0043 
0044 
"0045 
0046 

IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-H.O-Z) 
REAL*4 XMIN,XMAX,DELTAX,YMIN,YMAX,DELTAY 
COHMON/KOUNT/ NE,NW 
COMMON/INPUT/ XMIN,XHAX.DELTAX,YMIN,YMAX.DELTAY, INOMX,IND 
COMMON  /ALL/  W,D,BL,FK,Z 
COMMON  /ONETA/ ETA 
IC0UNT=0 

385   CALL   ERRSET(207,256,5,l) 
RFAO   15,1000)      Z,ALAM.GAM,CAPN 
READ!5,1000)WM,UMAX,WDEL,RLOWER 
READ(5,1000)ETAM,ETAX,ETAD,CDDE 
PI»   3.14159265359 
A« ALAM   *   Z 
A-      A/   (4.0   »   CAPNI 
A»   DSQRT(A) 
WRITE(6,1020) Z,ALAM,GAH,CAPN 

1D20 F3RMAT llHli'    Z= •»E20.8,"   LAMBDA» '.E20.8,/, 
1*     GAMMA» ',£20.tl,>      N= ',F?O.B> - 
BLM.O 
FK= Z.*Pl/ALAM 
FFTA = FTAM * A 
FINFTA* FTAX» A 
DELETA = ETAD * A 
FW  = WM * A 
FINW = UMAX ♦ A 
DELW =  MDEL * A 
H=(GAM/PI)*DSQRT(Z*ALAH*CAPN) 
FND= PI/(2.0*GAM) * OSORTI Z/ICAPN*ALAH)) 
WRITE(ft,1021lA.FNO.RLOWER.H 

1321 FHRMATIIHO,« A= «,E2P.8t« Ft"    •lF?C.8t
1 LOWER» '.E23.8,' H= ', 

»620.8) 
TERM = ALAM*Z* CAPN 
C -  2.0 »OSORTITERM» 
0 =  PI  / OSORT(TERM) 
FIE= IETAX-FTAM)/ ETAD 
FIM= (HMAX-WM)/HDEL 
NW = FIW *1.0 
NE = FIE »1.0 
XM"IN= ETAM 
XMAX= ETAX 
DELTAX» ETAO 
YMIN=  MM 
YMAX»  WMAX 

   DELTAY =  WDEL 

O 
9 

I 

ETA=0.0 
W=0.0 
IF(C0DE.EQ.96.)G0 TO 69 
CALL GSS32I1,RL0WER,H,E1) 

//AR001549 
// 
// 

_// 
XX 
XXFTG 

JOB (ARO, 
SRSO0452,01^5916),' R322 P/O 020' ,MSGLEVEL=1 , 
CLASS=C 

FXFC FTGLNKGO,_MCHLIST=LIST 
PROC BLKFAC=1'596,DATABLK = 400,PLIITLIB = PLOT835,MCHLIST = NOLIST 
FXEC  PGM=IEYFORT,PARM=»SOURCF,MAP,£MCHLIST> 

XXSYSLIN DO UNIT = WORK,DISP = (,PASS),SPACh"=(CYL,(3,ll), 
XX DCB=(RECFM=FB,LRECL=83,BLKSIZE=3200I 
XXSYSPRINT [)[) SYS0UT«A .UNIT »PRINT, SPACE»! 1200, (700,1001, RLSE,, ROUND!, 
XX nCB=(RECFM=FBA,LRECL=120,BLKSIZE=1200l 
//SYSIN DD * 
IEF236I ALLOC. FOR AR001549 FTG 
IEF237I SYSLIN   ON 130 
IEF237I SYSPRINT ON 136 
IEF237f SYSIN    ON 131 
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en 

30*7 
00*8 
00*9 
3053 
onsi 
0C5Z 
0053 
0054 
0055 
005ft 
0057 
0058 
0059 
0063 
0061 
nofi2 
0063 
006* 
0065 
0066 
0067 
0068 
0069 
0070 
007J 
0072 
0073 
007* 
0075 
0076 
0077 
007S 
0079 
0083 
OORl 
008? 
0013 
008* 
0085 
0086 
0087 

CALL GS532t2.RL0WER,H,E2) 
GO TO 6969 

69 CALL GSS96I1, RLC1WFR , H,F 11 
CALL GSS96(2iRL3Wf-R.HfE2l 

6969 CONTINUF 
ETAN» C**2 * (El**2 + E2**2) 
HRITF (6,13101  ETAN 

10L0 FORMAT UHO,'  1(0.0) = '.E20.8I 
W = TW - DELW 
ETA=F[TA- OELETA 
DO 1  1=1,NH 
W=  W <■ DELW 
DO 1  J«1,NE 
ETA * FTA »OELETA 
IF  IJ.E0.1.0R.J.r0.26.0R.J.E0.51.0R.J.E0.76J  CALL FLIP 
IF(CDDF.E0.96.)Gf) TO 96 
CALL GSS32I1,RLDWFR,H,E1) 
CALL GSS32(2,RL0WER,H,E2) 
GO TO 9696 

96 CALL G5S96Il.RLOWFR,H,EI) 
CALL GSS96(2,RL0WFR,H,E2) 

9696 COMTlNUF 
FTAI = C**2  *  (Cl**2 ♦ E2**2I 
VNORM= CTAI/ETAN 
THEH= WMt <<I-1)*WDEL) 
THEETA=  ETAH *   <(J-l)*ETAD) 
WRITE 16, 1002) THF.W.THEETA.VNORH 
PHI=DATAN2(E2,E1I 
AMAG=DSaRT(El**7*F2«*2l 
WRITE(6,2O00)AMAG,PHI 

2310 FORMAT!25X, »MAGNITUDE=•,E15.8, 5X, • ANGLE ( RADI ANS) = ■, E 15 . 8 I 
IF (J.E3.NE)   FTA« FETA-DFL! TA 

1 CONTINUE 
1000 FORMAT (*E15.0I 
1002 FORMAT  (20X.3E20.8) 

ICOUNT-ICOUNT+l 
IF(IC0UNT.EQ.1)WRITF(6, Mill) 

lllll FORMAT!//,•   RUN FOR GSS96 FOLLOWS   ■,//) 
IF! (COUNT.EQ.DGO TO 385 
STOP 
END 

> m 

3 
8 
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SYMBOL 
NE 

SYMBOL 
" X'MTN 
DELTAY 

LOCATION 
0 

LOCATION 
0 
14 

COMMON BLOCK /KOUNT   / M 
SYMBOL    LOCATION'      SYMBOL 
NU 4 

COMMON BLDCK /INPUT   f   I 
_SVMB1L    LOCATION      SYMBOL 
XMAX"          4        DELTAX 
INOMX          18 INO 1C 

DATE ■ 70019 21/06/35 ■ PAGE 0003 

SIZE 
LOCATION 

8 
SYMBOL LOCATION SYMBOL LOCATION 

srz_E 20 ■  - -  - —   
LOCATION 

'B - - SYMBOL 
"YMiV 

LOCATION 
C 

SYMBOL 
YMÄX 

LOCATION 
10 

3D 

s 

05 
to 

SYMBOL ... . 

SYMBOL 
ETA 

SYMBOL 
ERRSET 
DSQRT 

SYMBOL 
"AL AM 
»DEL 
CODE 
DELETA 
FNO 
El 
"THEM ' 
I 

SYMBOL 
"i020 
1002 

L0CATI1N 
""0 

LOCATION 
0 

LOCATION 
E8 
FC 

LOCATION 
1B8 
1E0 
208 
230 

" 258 
280 
"2A8"" 
2CC 

LOCATION 
204 
384 

COMMON BLOCK /ALL     / MAP SIZE 
SYMBOL    LOCATION 
D "' B 

COMMON BLDCK /ONETA 

28 

SYMBOL LOCATION 

SYMBOL LOCATION 
13 

SYMBOL 
FK 

LOCATION SYMBOL LOCATION 
BL IB Z 20 

ETA   / MAP SIZE _B 
SYMBOL LOCATION SYMBOL LUCATIDN SYMBOL LOCATION 

SUBPROGRAMS CALLED 
SYMB1L    LOCATION      SYMBOL 
IBCC1M* EC        GSS32 
DATAN2        100 

LOCATION 
FO 

SCALAR MAP 
SYMB3L LOCATION SYMBOL LOCATION 
GAM ICO CAPN 1C8 
RLOHFR 1EB ETAN 1FD 
PI '  210 A 218 
FH 238 FINN 240 
TERM . 260 C 268 
E2 
THEETA 

288 
2BÖ 

ETAN 
PHI' 

290 
2B8 

J 2D0 

FORMAT STATEMENT HAP 
SYMBOL_   LOCATION SYMBnL 

1Ö2T  ""311 " "1010 
Hill        38D 

LOCATION 
" "33F 

SYMBOL LOCATION SYMB3L LOCATION 
GSS96 F4 FLIP F8 

SYMBOL LOCATION SYMBOL LOCATION 
MM 1D0 UMAX 1D8 ■ 
ETAX 1F8 ETAD 200 
FETA 220 FINETA 228 
OELM 248 H 250 
FIE 270 FIW 278 
ETAI 298 VNORM 2A0 
AMAG 2C0 ICOUNT 2C8 

SYMBOL LOCATION SYMBOL 
1000 

LOCATION 
2000 354 370 
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